
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 10mins
Set-up: Set up triangles 2x6x6. 3/4 Players per 
triangle. 1 ball
Instructions: Players pass and follow in sequence 
as shown. Pass 1 is played through the center of 
the triangle.  Player receives in the center and 
takes 1st touch to the side so the next pass is made 
outside of the triangle. Work through the following 
methods of receiving then passing;
 -  Inside of foot 1st Touch/Inside foot Pass
- Outside of foot 1st Touch/Inside of foot Pass
- Inside Right Foot (across body) Inside Left Pass
- Inside Left Foot (across body) Inside Right Pass
- Roll ball across body with sole of foot make 

pass with opposite foot

-Adjust body to get in line with the ball before 
receiving (quick sidesteps)
-Good 1st Touch away from pressure (behind the 
cone)
-Stay on Toes
-Keep passing as crisp and quick as possible
-Communicate
-Keep balance forward when passing

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 6x6x6 yard triangle.  4 players per triangle. 
1 ball
Instructions: 
3 players are on the outside of the triangle, 1 
player is on the inside and must stay in the 
triangle.
The outside players are limited to 2/3 touch 
depending on ability
If the defender intercepts a pass then he changes 
places with the attacker who lost the ball 

Be pro active in making good angles to receive (use  
quick sidesteps to make yourself available
-Change direction of the ball on 1st touch
-Keep Ball moving and play fast
- Good communication both visual and audio
- Keep head up and see options
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Age Group: Grades 3 and 4
Topic: Receiving the Ball
Sub Topic: Passing and Possession
Coach:
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Age Group: Grades 3 and 4 
Topic: Receiving the Ball
Sub Topic: Passing and Possession
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-Up :2 grids 20x10 yards, 3 teams of 4  and 1 ball 

per grid
Instructions: 
Play 4 v2 in both grid with 1 team splitting up to act 

as the 2 defenders in each grid. 

Play 3 minute games and award a point to the 
defensive team for each ball they kick out of their 
grid. If either of the offensive teams makes 4 
passes in a row a point is deducted from the 
defensive team. Coach has supply of balls  to 
facilitate quick restarts

Switch the defensive team and repeat. Team with 
best score wins

Maintain ‘Diamond Shape’ to provide depth and 
Width for person on ball at all times
-Use quick side steps to improve angles of support
-Remain Clear and visible to person on ball (don’t 
hide!)
- When to Receive with open body position, when to 
play the way you are facing
-Look before you receive
-1st Touch away from pressure/towards pass

Duration: 30mins
Set-up: 30 x 40 yard field with Goalkeepers. Play 
5v5 or 6v6 depending on numbers. 7-9 Minute 
games.
Instructions: 
• Normal Soccer Rules apply except you can only 

win 1-0. Once a team goes 1-0 up they must 
work to retain possession for the rest of the 
game and not concede. If opponents get a goal 
in the remaining time game resets to 0-0 and 
the game continues. 

• If a team scores again whilst already leading 
score is again reset to 0-0

*As always finish with an unrestricted regular game!

When 1-0 up; Retain shape and keep possession 
using the WHOLE field. 
- Move ball quickly and create good angles of support
-1st Touch away from pressure

When 1-0 down;
- Attack with Speed; the clock is running and you 
must get back in the game
-Play Clever Soccer, Just because your losing doesn't 
mean you don't need to possess the ball. 
-High pressure to force mistakes


